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Title: Pinball Arcade: Stern Pack 1
Genre: Free to Play, Simulation
Developer:
FarSight Studios
Publisher:
Farsight Studios
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core 1.6 ghz or better.

Memory: 1 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card supporting DirectX 9.0c and Shader Model 3.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 11 GB available space GB available space

Sound Card: Direct Sound capable card.

English,French,Italian,German
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Fun, fast paced and filled with borderlands's addictive shoot n' loot feel. The bosses are fun and refreshing and the art style is
decent. But best of all it's just the bullet hell feel that makes this game good.. I like it. :) Awesome game design & art.. i loved
this story line so recommend make a part 2 but needs a little more nudity cuz shes a sexy girl but yeah loved the game!!!. You
play a character who's just graduating ninja training. Have a personal quest to find out what happened to your missing parents.
The main conflict is between a brutal lord and a pacifist lord. Supporting the brutal lord will make you wealthy+powerful,
whereas supporting the pacifist lord is seen as more honorable path. Two ninja companions, a nice guy and a vengeful girl.
Seems like there's gonna be a part 2, but this is a complete story.

Pros:
-Need to pass a ninja graduation test right off the bat. It's like solving a puzzle.
-Pick your gender and name after passing ninja graduation test. Kinda lets you test out your character.
-Enjoyed the fight scenes, especially the final fight. Very tricky.
-Total of 4 missions you wil go on, vary in length.
-Multiple opportunities to switch sides, become a double agent, unlock alternate options by working for other characters.

Cons:
-Didn't like how all your stats started at 50. They go up the more you use them, neglecting a stat will lower it slightly.
-There's a romance option that asks how you feel about a character you literally know nothing about and haven't meet in the
story yet.
-Disappointed by conclusion to 2nd mission. So much lead up, a complication that affects nothing, then you succeed.
-Everyone tells you not to mention this to anyone, but there's never an option to mention it.
-Alot of decisions ask: Do you do this by yourself or with your friends? Do you let your friends take the lead or do you take the
lead? These just didn't seem like real decisions to me.
-Allies, enemies, and wounds stayed at 0 throughout. Not sure how these work or affect the game.
-A relationship bars for other characters would have been a good addition.
-Stats didn't really seem to affect the game.

Overall:
-I enjoyed it, but I'd pick up on sale. Hoping for a part 2.. Great story-line funny, interesting puzzel but one thing i dont like
about this is there are no happy ending, just give him some happy end dev. Whack-a-Mole in the simplest way. Each image is
covered up with 9 blocks, each with a little "mole" popping up. You have to hit three of these on the same block to clear it.
Unfortunately, the hit detection can be a little finicky, and sometimes you'll end up just mashing clicks to try to make sure your
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hit counts, hearing that same annoying sound over and over. Once you've cleared all 9 blocks, you have to hit five more "moles"
popping up on the picture, and then it switches to an animated, lewder view of that character. By default, these are censored
with giant white rabbit icons, but as of the most recent patch, a single patch.save in your data directory with the letters "patch"
inside gets rid of that. This also enables character dialogue, which sound a lot like the adult audio plays you might find at a place
like DLSite. These are performed by several different actors, and don't exactly seem to match the contents of the game in spots,
so I'm a little concerned they may not be licensed properly. Which then makes me wonder about the artwork.

For what it's worth, the puppet animation on the 2D artwork is fantastic, even if there's a few hiccups, like the top of the wolf
mom's ears getting cut off. The image quality, on the other hand, looks a little rough up-close. The UI squashes and stretches
some images, and the "broken" tile (which hides the moles and makes you play blindly) doesn't even cover the entire block and
looks awful. The menu goes to pains to tell you that all the characters depicted are 18+, but there's a few that are... eh, I don't
know 'bout that, chief. Thankfully, most are not like that, and there's some clever and cute designs.

I played the original game a while back, and just revisited it for the "Charming girl" DLC. I am glad to see they scaled back
some of the nonsense difficulty, because I still have screenshots from when 3 of those "Broken" tiles were appearing in matches.
It seems limited to 1 now, and only in the DLC stages. It does still glitch the counter sometimes and refuse to let you unlock a
block, leaving you unable to complete a stage, which is unfortunate given how little this game has going on in the first place.

As I've said, I do like some of the designs included, and the excellent puppet animation. But I'm concerned about the source of
the artwork and audio performances, and the "game" itself is an annoying chore without a hint of enjoyment to be had. It's less
than the sum of its parts.. it's a creepy experience, got many chills. Buy it when it's on sale though, it's pretty short, like max 1
hour maybe. This game puts me in a good mood. The art is wonderfully cute, the music is chipper and the story itself has a fun
feeling to it.

New Game + is very cool too - the new scenes add more to the characters and keep it entertaining. I like how the dialog is also
different enough to stay interesting.

Well priced, fun little game :). It's a very stupid and pointless game, yet I enjoyed it since it was on sale.
Takes about 2 hours to get all achievements if thats what you're looking for
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A Fun Rogue Like. Not the best, not the worst. Music and sound is amazing (i love heavy metal, which helps). Gameplay is fun
but very same same. Very annoying that you can't change weapons once you have picked one up, and the controls feel a bit
floaty. Powerups are few and far between, which ruins the fun of a bit.

6\/10. Done...Next please. Although it isn't a console port it feels just like one. They didn't even both change the menu and
tutorial buttons for the 'desktop version' i.e.: people with a mouse and keyboard.

There is literally no mouse support for input and the keyboard keys are fixed.. Fun game. Problems with getting fullscreen
without issues . I just wait until main title screen to even try it. But anyway somewhat fun button masher. Can't calibrate height,
bots only shoot at other bots, multiplayer is completely dead, can't manually reload, can't turn 90 degrees, running breaks my
character, the list goes on.

Should be a free game. Nowhere near worth 15 dollars.. Milestone nailed this one. Great archade feel. Fun to race, Plenty of
bonus cars that have their own individual feel. I haven't had this much fun just starting this title in a long time. I have a NVIDIA
GTX970 with 16 GB of Ram i7-2600 at 3.4 GHz. I had to tweek the video setting when I first started up the game. I'll make it a
point to put them in this review within a few days, although I may get it done this evening. Even if you like simulation gaming
you may still may enjoy this game.. This may be OK as a standard game but as far as VR goes its totally unplayale.
No oculus touch support in 2019, movement is by mouse and keyboard. I don't even
have an available USB port to plug in a mouse on my laptop once the Oculus sensors are connected!
So Im fumbling around with my trackpad, the cut scenes are slapped in your face, like frozen 2D planes.
You have an avatar, which is nice for casting shadows your feet float just above the ground when you walk
around and you can glitch out of your own head. I dunno. I hate to be a hater, but when you look at other indie VR horror games
out there, like Kobold or Exorcist this doesnt hold up. I get that this was done a while ago, but
I hope the devs come back top it to do a proper VR port. Thumbs up only because I love horror and support indie devs.
. This game is a lot of fun! I really like the combat system. Being able to move with the left stick and aim\/shoot with the right is
really, really nice. The combo system is a nice extra touch, too. The bosses are tough at first, but once you figure out how to beat
them they're no problem, which is really satisfying. Looks great to boot.

Definitely an upgrade over the original. More levels, even more awesome music, better presentation, and a new character all
make it very worth it to upgrade to this version over the original (for cheap, might I add!).. Breathtaking landscape and plenty of
AI traffic on this double track line crossing the mountains.
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